
 

 

Mental Health Awareness week 18th - 24th May 2020 

 

Being kind to ourselves is called self-care, we need to take care of our own needs before 

we can concentrate on others “Self-care does not mean selfish” 

Looking after our mental health and wellbeing when staying at home. 

Here are 10 points that can help you with self-care: 

1. Plan your day – give yourself some structure to your day.  

2. Get dressed - as tempting as it might be to stay in pyjamas all day, 

regular routines are essential for our identity, self-confidence and 

purpose 

3. Move more every day - being active reduces stress, increases energy 

levels, can make us more alert and help us sleep better. Explore 

different ways of adding physical movement and activity to your day 

and find some that work best for yourself, even at home, there will be 

lots of ways to exercise and keep your body moving. Just 10 minutes 

exercise a day can make a big difference to our emotions.  

4. Try a relaxation technique - try some different meditation or breathing 

exercises to see what helps. Sometimes we can be so tense that we do 

not even remember what being relaxed feels like. Try the star 

breathing technique or counting to 10 with your eyes closed. 

5. Connect with others -Staying at home can feel lonely. Find creative 

ways to keep in touch with friends, family, and others to help you (and 

them) feel more connected and supported.  This could be by post, over 

the phone, social media, or video-chat. This could be anything, from 

sharing a cup of tea over video, playing an online game together, or 

simply sending a supportive text-message. 



6. Take time to reflect and practice self-compassion - make time every 

day to reflect on what went well. It's important to recognise your 

successes and the things you are grateful for, no matter how small.  

7. Keep a diary - consider keeping a diary each day, this is a time in life 

we will look back on in years to come, how did you spend your time in 

lockdown in 2020? You may want to share this with family friends in 

the future. 

8. Improve your sleep- feelings of uncertainty and changes to daily life 

may mean you have more difficulty sleeping. There are things you can 

do to improve your sleep, aim to go to bed and get up at the same 

time each day, try to get some natural sunlight, opening your curtains 

and windows where possible. Wind down before bed by avoiding using 

your phone, tablet, computer or TV for 30 minutes before bedtime, 

this will help your mind relax. 

9. Keep your mind active - try reading, games, study, draw, paint, bake –, 

whatever it is find something that you enjoy and makes you happy.  

10. Look after your body - our physical health has a big impact on how we 

feel, it can be easy to fall into unhealthy patterns of behaviour that 

end up making you feel worse. Try to eat healthy, well-balanced meals 

and drink enough water. 

 

If you feel you need more help and advice; 

Time to talk@BCHS 

Mental Heath.org 

Kooth.com 

Openthedoorcheshire.org.uk 

Mental health Matters - nwbh.mhsupportwarr@nhs.net 

CAMHS – 01744 627618/01925 627618 

St Joseph’s family centre – contact@sjfc.org.uk – 01925 635448 

Changing minds-changingmindsuk.com – 01925 635448 
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